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 Overview
LOGLINE:

 On the border of Utah and Idaho, a 1930’s farming family struggles to survive the harsh elements of their magical 
environment. Alt: Little is known about the far west in the 1930s save stories and wives tales. For this farming family,  magic 

and folklore are as real as the struggle to survive.

OVERVIEW:

On the Utah - Idaho border during the Great Depression, a three-generational family lives in relative isolation on their farm, 
South Eden.  Guided by an omniscient narrator, a wandering framer, the story of their life and struggles are revealed through six 
temporally linear vignettes featuring different mythic trials. A grimm fairy tale of the Western variety, the family deals with  the magical 
realistic elements  of their environment. A one winged angel, a baptism gone awry,  a visit from a wendigo, and a boy blinded by faith. 
Through the film, the family members change and grow, enduring through their strength and unity.

GENRE:

Western/Drama/Magical Realism.



Esther Hume

Hyrum Hume Ira Hume Almira Hume

Peter Hume Rachel Hume Jacob and Esau Hume

Peter Hume

The Framer The Wendigo 

Charles Hume

The Hume Family 



First include a lot of films that inspired us
November  - link to trailer

Western films

Witch

(More)?

Cohen brothers/ there will be blood

trailer trailer trailertrailer trailer

Film inspiration ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXWqcZ7m6Os
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQXmlf3Sefg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzEcTKUHxJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2PyxzSH1HM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38A__WT3-o0


The Big Rock Candy Mountains and Western Lore
This project creates a localized 
folklore that is specifically tied to the 
culture and geography of the Rocky 
Mountain Region, harnessing an 
american Folkloric tradition akin to 
Paul Bunyan, Bigfoot, and Pecos 
Bill.

Regionally our inspirations came 
from Mormon pioneer records, the 
Big Rock Candy Mountain and Bear 
Lake lore. 



Overall Visual Style
- This project attempts to emulate the stark visual 

palette and compositions of Andrew Wyeth, an 
American Realist painter who imbued rural scenes 
with a sense of uncanny mystery.                                                

- In portraying the more magical components of the 
story, we will be relying more on theatrical effects, 
(the use of physical props, wires, ect) and camera 
tricks, rather than CGI. We want the film to have the 
feel of an older Western and we believe that the 
visually poetic world we have created can be better 
articulated through real props as opposed to CGI.

- We want this project to look analog

 Trodden Weed, Andrew Wyeth



Mood Board 1. 

Mood Board 001 



Mood Board 002



Sound Design/Music Connection to Hymns
Hymns serve as auditory anchors to the film

● The titles of the 6 vignettes are named after   
Hymns, which relate to their respective stories.

● The Hymns are tied to the frame narrative 
structure, only playing when a story is “framed” 
thus signaling the transition into the magical 
world. 

● Otherwise the project will feature ambient 
soundscape reminiscent of hymns, but largely 
focus on diegetic sound as opposed to 
non-diegetic sound. 



Actual Locations: South Eden



Actual Locations: South Eden cont’d



Actual Locations: South Eden cont’d



Actual Locations: House Interior



Actual Locations: Indian Creek 



Actual Locations: Indian Creek cont



Costume
The costumes will be reflective of what 1930s farming families wore. 

In Westerns, costume always identifies character traits, the black clad cowboy as the villain, the 
light clothes as the hero. Throughout the film we want the costumes of the characters to change to 
represent their character arcs. Peter’s costume will change from gray to darker while Hyrum’s 
costume will change from dark to light. 



Cinematography 

The cinematography features large wide shots that 
showcase the Bear Lake Valley’s natural beauty and 
isolate the Humes.

Fairly traditional and non-invasive cinematography, 
mostly stabilized using traditional filming techniques to 
give it an old film aesthetic

That being said, we do want creative and striking 
shots that infuse some life and vibrance into the work.



Cinematography 001

Not editing and pacing in post. 

Creative shots that push the label but occasionally not too distracting. 



Cinematography 002



Props / Time Era 
The film takes place in the 
early 1930s.

Great Depression Era

This film will uses props from 
that era including farm 
equipment, radios, and 
vehicles. 



Framed Shot / Aspect Ratio
Each Vignette has a smaller aspect ratio

Literal frame- indicates story

As opposed to the Framer interludes which are in fullscreen

Real life

Stories are allowed to be magical in a frame



Thank You.


